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Cambanis, Hardin and Weron (1987) have characterized the ergodic symmetric stable processes in terms 
of their spectral representation. In this note we present another such characterization which contains 
only the one condition. We apply it to prove that notions of ergodicity and weak mixing coincide for 
this class of processes. Some examples of ergodic and non-ergodic processes are given. 
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1. Introduction 
Let X = (X,),,, be a real stochastic process with a continuous time parameter. Let 
CZ13, denote the o-field of Bore1 sets on the real line and by CB3, we denote the infinite 
product of C?i& in iI?. The distribution Px of the process X is a measure on 93,, 
defined by the formula P,(A) = P(X E A). A process X is called measurable if the 
mapping (w, t) + X,(w) is measurable. By L2(X) we denote the Banach space of 
random variables of the form f(X) with the finite second moment. Here f: RR + Cc 
is measurable function. Then we can define the group of linear operators (7’,),cs 
by the equality 
TLm7 =f(mx 
where (St),tR is the group of shifts in time. We assume throughout the paper that 
X is stationary and measurable process. So (T ) , ftW is the group of unitary operators. 
For YE L2(X) and T E R we can define then 
A,Y=+ J 
7- 
T,Y dt. 
0 
By the standard approximation arguments we have that 
- 
&(X) = lin{elY: YE lin{X, : t E R}}. 
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By 9, we denote u-field of invariant sets for process X, e.g., the family of sets of 
the form {X E B} for some measurable set B G R” such that for each f E [w, P(X E 
B&X E B) = 0. 
The von Neumann mean ergodic theorem states that if X is a stationary and 
measurable stochastic process then for an arbitrary YE L,(X) lim,,, ATY = 
E( Y 19,) in norm. 
Recall, that a stationary process X is ergodic, if 9, consists only of sets with 
measure zero or one. By the von Neumann theorem the measurable process X is 
ergodic if and only if lim,,, ATY = EY in norm for all YE L*(X). 
For cy E (0,2] a process X is called symmetric a-stable (abbreviation SaS) if for 
arbitrary n E N, a,, . . . , a, ER, t,, . . . , t, E R a random variable C:=, a,X,, has a 
symmetric a-stable distribution (see [3] and [4]). For a stationary SaS process X 
there exists a non-negative function 11. Ila on lin{X,: TV [w} which is a norm for 
a E [ 1,2] and quasi-norm for (Y E (0, 1) (e.g., there exists positive constant c(a) such 
that for each X, YElin{X,: tg[W}, I~X+Y(~~~C(LY)(IIXII,+IIYII,)) such that for 
an arbitrary random variable Y belonging to a completion lin{X,: t E R} with respect 
to ]I . Ila denoted since now by L”(X) we have 
E eiy =exp(-)I YIIE). 
Moreover there exists a strong continuous group of isometries on L”(X) such that 
TX, =X,+, (see [l] or [S]). 
The following characterization of ergodic SaS processes was given in [l]. 
Theorem 1. Let X be a stationary ScvS process. Then X is ergodic if and only if for 
each YE L*(X) we have 
and 
The aim of this note is to find a simpler condition which is equivalent to the 
above conditions and in some cases is easier to handle. To obtain it we used only 
L,-norm technic and the mean ergodic theorem in opposite to [l], where the 
individual ergodic theorem is exploited. 
2. Ergodic SaS processes 
In this part we will assume that X is a stationary SaS process with (Y E (0,2]. Before 
we formulate the announced characterization we prove the following lemma. 
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Lemma 1. For each YE L”(X) a function !P : IF8 -+ R dejined for t E R by 
q(t) =exp(-llT,Y- Yl13 
is a continuous positive definite function such that V(O) = 1. 
Proof. Continuity of !P follows directly from strong continuity of the group ( T,)rtR. 
Moreover q(O) = exp(- 11 Y - YII z) = 1. So the proof follows from the following 
equalities: 
i i A,A,?P(t,-$)= i i AiAjexp(-llT,,Y-T,,YJ(*,) 
<=I j=1 ;=I j-1 
1 i i AiAjE(exp(iT,,Y) exp(-iTl,Y)) 
i-1 j=1 
2 
= E f Ai exp(iT,,Y) ~0. 0 
i=, 
Now we are able to prove the main result of this paper. 
Theorem 2. Let X be a stationary SaS process. Then X is ergodic i;f and onZy iffor 
each YE L”(X) we have 
lim 1 J 
T 
~-too T 
exp(2~~Y~)~-ll7’,Y-Y~~~)dt=l. 
o
Proof. Since {e’ y: YE lin{X,: t E R}} is linearly dense in L,(X) and the mapping 
YE E( Y 1 Cax) is continuous in the norm of space L2(X), process X is ergodic if 
and only if for each YE L”(X), 
lim ElA, eiy -exp(-II YIIZ)l’=O. (1) 
T-cc 
By the Fubini theorem, 
E(A, ei’) =$ J 
T 
exp(-llT,YIIZ dt=exd-II YII3. 
0 
Thus 
E[AT eiy -exp(-11 Ylj~)12=ElAr eiY)‘-exp(-211 YII:) 
and consequently (1) holds if and only if 
lim IA,eiY)2=exp(-211Yll:). 
T-o= 
(2) 
By Lemma 1 and the Bochner theorem we have that there exists a probability 
measure v on %13, such that for each t E R, 
exp(-((T,Y- Y/I:)= eirxdv(x). J R 
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So we have that 
exp(iT,Y) exp(-iT,Y) dt du 
exp(-I]T,_,Y- YIIZ) dt du 
Since sin’+Tx/(;Tx)‘< 1 and lim T+s, [sin’iTx/($T~)~] = lCol(x) by the Lebesgue 
convergence theorem, 
lim EIA, eiY12 = ~((0)). 
l--OS 
On the other hand 
exp(-1) T,Y - YII E) dt = lim 
T-co 
eitx dv(x) df 
I lim exp(iTx) - 1 = d4x) = ~((01) T+‘x iTx 
Thus the condition (2) is satisfied if and only if 
lim + 
7 
exp(-]lT,Y- YII~)dt=exp(-2llYll~). 0 
T+-? 
3. Ergodicity and weak mixing 
Now we will consider the property of weak mixing for SaS processes. A stationary 
process is weak mixing if and only if for all YE L2(X), 
lim $ 
I 
T jE(T,YY) -JEYj2) dt = 0. (3) 
T+cc 0 
While, in general, weak mixing is a stronger property than ergodicity (see [7]), they 
coincide for Gaussian processes (cf. [2]). We prove here that, in fact, they coincide 
for all SaS processes. 
Lemma 2. For each bounded measurable function @ : R + R the following conditions 
are equivalent: 
(i) for each positive number c, 
lim 3 I 
T 
e@(‘) dt = 1; 
T+rn 0 
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(ii) for each positive number F, 
~nll*({te[O, T]: 14(t)l>E})=O; 
(iii) for each positive number c, 
ec+(‘) - 11 dt = 0. 
Proof. The equivalence of(i) and (ii) follows from Lemma 2 of [.5]. The implication 
(ii) 3 (iii) follows immediately from the inequality 
lim -!_ 
I 
TI 
T-coT 0 
e”“‘‘-lldt~[exp(c]]+ll,)+l]A({tE[O, T]: Id(t)I> 
+(eCE -1)A({t~[0, Tl:i4(t)l~)), 
which holds for each c, E > 0. Finally the implication (iii)+(ii) is obvious. 0 
Theorem 3. A stationary SaS process X = (X,)tGR is ergodic if and only if it is weak 
mixing. 
Proof. Suppose that X is ergodic. By Theorem 2 for 
7- 
YE L(X), 
It suffices to check (3) for Y a linearly dense subset of L?(X). Hence X is weak 
mixing if and only if for YE La(X), 
Ji-,f 0T]E(exp(i7’,Y-iY)-]Eexp(iY)]z]dt=0, 
+ I 
or equivalently 
lim $ 
T-02 i 
0T]exp(2\(Y]]:-j\T,Y-Y](:-l]dt=0. 
We can replace in the above conditions Y by c ““Y and thus conclusion follows 
from equivalence (i) @ (iii) of Lemma 2. Cl 
4. Examples 
At first we show, using our characterization of ergodic SLVS processes, that a real 
stationary SaS process with a harmonic spectra1 representation is never ergodic for 
cy E (0,2) (cf. [4, 8, 11). 
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Let us recall that a stationary ScrS process (X,),,, has a harmonic spectral 
representation if there exists a complex stochastic and independently scattered 
measure W on a finite measure space ([w, P&, p) such that (X,),,, is equal in law 
to the process (Re I, ei’* d W(h)),,, and then there exists a constant c, > 0 such 
that for n E iV, a,, . . . , a,, E R, t,, . . . , t, E R we have 
Corollary 1. A real stationary ScxS process with a harmonic spectral representation is 
never ergodic. 
Proof. We show that lim T~m(l/T)Saexp(211X,I(~-IIX,-X,II~)dt> 1. We can 
assume without the loss of generality that IlX,(lz = 1. Notice that c, = 
2llXllZ/J~ dp =2/J; dp and 
11X, -X,llZ = c, lR leith - 11” d,u(A). 
Thus 
exp(2II&IIE - IIX -Xdl3 dt 
lsin $tl” dp(h) dt 
=3-2*c, 
lsin $Atl* dp(A) dt 1 
$Tlsin ula du dp(A) 
where Iw’= R\(O). 
The last term converges to 3 - 2ac, J,” (l/ r ) sin”u du. Thus by the Jensen inequality 
applied to the function sn12 we obtain that 
lim inf + I 
T 
w(211XoII~ - II& -Xol13 dt 
T+OZ 0
a/2 
23-2”~~ 
1 
[t-sin2 u du 
> 
j@‘)>3-22*‘2> 1. 0 
?T 
In a simpler way than in [l] we show that cY-sub-Gaussian stationary processes 
are never ergodic for (Y E (0,2]. 
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For the nontrivial a-sub-Gaussian process X we have 
jli, aiXtt 11 ,=(ii, ,F, aiujR(rimr,))“‘2 
(see [61). 
Corollary 2. A nontrivial stationary a-sub-Gaussian process is never ergodic. 
Proof. As in the previous case we demonstrate that 
lim inf f 
I 
T 
exp(2IIX,II~-IIX,-X,ll~)dt>l. (4) 
T+CC 0 
R is positive definite, R(0) 30 and R(t) s R(0) for all t E R. Thus, since X is 
non-trivial we have R(0) > 0. Consequently for each T E R we have 
~~~p~~ll~oIIS-Il~~-~oII~~~~ 
1 T 
z- 
I T o 
2(;R(O))*‘* -(R(0)-R(t))*‘2dt 
3 exp(2 1-,‘2R(0)-‘2) > 1 
and this implies (4). 0 
Both classes of stationary SQ S processes presented above are not ergodic. It seems 
interesting to find non-trivial ergodic stationary SaS processes. In [l] it was proved 
that moving average processes are ergodic (they possess even stronger property of 
mixing). We will point here the another class of such processes. Let (f,),,, be a 
group of measure automorphisms of a a-finite but not finite measure space (2, E, p) 
and let fog L,(X, 2, pu) then by the spectral representation theorem (see [3,9]) a 
process X = (Xt)leR defined by the equality X, = 5, fO 0 f, dM, where M is a stochas- 
tic SLVS measure with the control measure p, is a doubly stationary SaS process. 
Corollary 3. [j-the group ( f,)tEW is ergodic then a stationary SaS process X is ergodic. 
Proof. In case of a a-finite but not finite measure space ergodicity implies that for 
any two measurable sets A, B we have 
lim 1 
T+oo T I 
T 
,u((T*AnB)dt=O. (5) 
0 
and it follows from the sufficient condition of ergodicity for doubly stationary SaS 
processes that X is ergodic (cf. [l]). 0 
Let us notice here that there exists non-ergodic groups with property (5) - for 
example the group of shifts on the real line. 
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